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Abstract

A geophysical survey was carried out in 2015 for the development of the patrimonial site of the Abbey of Our Lady of

Bec (also called the Bec Abbey), located in Le Bec-Héllouin, Normandy, France. This survey aimed at optimizing the

future accessibility programme by preserving the historical heritage of the Bec Abbey, taking into account potential

underground remains. The ground penetrating radar (GPR), the electrical resistivity imaging (ERI) and the magnetic

method (MM) were used to prospect the shallow surface. The GPR imaging shows longitudinal and curvated struc-

tures, drawing the classical and simplified plan of a Romanesque church basement of the 11th century. This is the

most important discovery of this survey, since the existence of this church was historically known but has remained

unlocated till this geophysical survey. The ERI measurements confirm and locally complete most of the GPR results.

Despite the very magnetic-noisy environment, the MM investigation is the only method detecting a longitudinal struc-

ture that can be the foundation of an ancient wall between the Saint-Nicolas’ tower and the church nave of the 13th

century. Finally, authorities recently allowed in July 2017 the publication of excavations performed by archaeologists.

Most of the geophysical anomalies have helped to target the archaeological investigation and the results provide a de-

tailled interpretation in terms of depth and nature of remnants. Archaeological investigation then offers an important

historical outcome of the various stages of construction and destruction of the Bec Abbey.

Keywords: Romanesque church, Ground Penetrating Radar, Electrical Resistivity Imagery, Magnetic Method

1. Introduction

In the past decades, geophysical methods have been increasingly used in archaeological studies for locating buried

structures in the shallow surface (Rabbel et al. (2015); Zheng et al. (2013); Rodrigues et al. (2009); Drahor et al.

(2011)) or for assessing walls condition of ancient buildings (Souffaché et al. (2015); Orlando et al. (2015); Brooke
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(1994)). Various techniques can be carried out, depending on the area to survey, the depth of targets and the nature5

of the surrounding media. The best solution generally consists in (i) combining several geophysical methods with an

accurate positionning system, (ii) observing on site details and (iii) gathering historical data from previous studies.

For very large areas, an efficient approach consist in adding airbone and satellite remote sensing data such as aerial

photography, spectral images, (Carr and Turner, 1996; Challis et al., 2009; Sarris et al., 2013), SAR (Sonnemann,

2015) and LiDAR (Challis et al., 2011) data. McCoy and Ladefoged (2009) classify these techniques as a part of10

spatial technology applied to archaeology and underline the major development in prospecting subsoil by the use of

geophysical methods. They also emphasize the various trends across the world concerning the use of geophysical

methods in archaeological studies. Nevertheless, as some teams fully incorporate geophysical methods in research

(Carr and Turner, 1996; Lowe and Fogel, 2010; Kvamme, 2003), others often move away such solutions because

of a lack of communication between geophysicists and archeaologists. Fortunaltely, reported works including the15

combination of geophysical methods for archaeological purposes are numerous. Some examples similar to our case

study are described below.

Pérez-Gracia et al. (2009) carried out GPR, capacitively coupled resistivity method and seismic refraction to

image the subsurface under and around the Cathedral of Mallorca (Spain). Whereas the GPR results lead to the three-

dimensional imaging of underground features, resistivity and seismic refraction methods enhance the interpretation20

of the surrounding media. Papadopoulos et al. (2012) used various geophysical methods, including GPR, ERI and

magnetic techniques for the mapping of the old ruins of a theatre and an ancient amphtheater in Crete. A priori

information of an old map was superimposed on satellite views in order to detect old remnants. The combination of

both the ERI and GPR surveys gave the most relevant results to image old relics in subsoils. More recently, Ranieri

et al. (2016) combined magnetic, electromagnetic, electrical and GPR methods for the prospection of the Roman city25

of Pollentia.

This work presents a case study of a geophysical survey carried out in 2015 by means of GPR, ERI and MM

techniques. It initially intends to offer useful information for archaeological prospection and to better target excava-

tions. First, available data are collected from both the history of the Bec Abbey and the local geological map. Second,

the basic principle of each geophysical method is reminded, as well as their data processing. An interpretation of30

underground anomalies is then proposed. Third, a discussion summarizes the main outcomes and drawbacks of the

approach. A sketch of detected buried features with their interpretation is given, setting a precise map for archaeolog-

ical prospecting. Finally, the recent excavations results obtained in July 2017 is partly presented, enlightening how

geophysical methods lead to efficient excavations phase and how archaeological interpretation of discovered remnants

give the right nature of geophsical anomalies, as well as precious information on site history.35

2. The history of the Bec Abbey

The Bec Abbey is located at the confluence of a stream and a river, the Bec and the Risle, respectively. The
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reference work of the Bec Abbey history was written by Porée (1901). An historical work of paramount importance

has been undertaken by Gazeau (2007) about the medieval and monastic intitutions in Normandy and the following

historical abstract of the Bec Abbey presents only the main building phases of this particular institution. The Bec40

Abbey building was undertaken in 1041 and Lanfranc de Pavie and Anselm largely contributed to its intellectual

influence. The main building stages of the abbey can be summarized as follows:

• an important extension of the abbey and a church were respectively built in 1060 and 1063. This church of

Romanesque architecture is called the 11th century church in this work;

• after the partial collapse of the church in 1197, a new building stage was developed;45

• In 1274, the choir and the transept collapsed and an important construction plan undertook the creation of an

imposing church and a monastery. This construction had continued till the 14th century. In the present work,

this church is called the 13th century church;

• During the Hundred Years War, the site was fortified. After the war, the abbot Geoffroy d’Epargnes ordered

the rebuilding of the abbey with many adjacent buildings (manors, barns, mills and an aqueduct) and the Saint-50

Nicolas’ tower was built (see Figure 1, the Monasticon Gallicanum). Nowadays, this tower remains one of the

most outstanding architectural building of the abbey;

• During the 16th century, the nave collapsed, repairs and maintenance were no longer made, until the venue of

a new monk community (congregation of Saint Maur) which started a new era of gigantic buildings in the 17th

century: a cloister and the abbey housing were built in 1644 and in 1735, respectively. Other monastic edifices55

were built during the 18th century around the abbey, bringing back its erstwhile splendour, as shown in the

Figure 1;

• At the end of the 18th century, the abbey was abandoned and occupied by the army. In the 19th century, the

church was used as a limestone quarry;

• In 1948, the site was bought by the French authorities and a new monk community has been settled in the abbey,60

In the context of the patrimonial site development of the Bec Abbey, accessibility works are planed. Geophysical

methods have been carried out on site, in order to (i) locate ancient remnants and (ii) optimize the excavation phase

performed by archaeologists. This ultimate stage allows to trully assess the nature, depth and dimension of detected

targets as well as to enrich and better understand the specific history of the Bec Abbey.

3. Geology65

Taking into account the numerous stages of buildings of the Bec Abbey, it is obvious that the very near surface

materials of the site must be composed of various backfilled materials, whose nature and physical properties are
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unknown. As a priori information, the local geological map (Bignot et al. (1984)) of the studied site is detailled in the

Figure 2 and consists of Albian to Quaternary formations respectively composed of:

• silty marls and ferriruginous sands (Albian);70

• Cenomanian to Coniacian chalks with flints;

• loess;

• alluvium.

The geophysical survey was mainly carried out on the modern alluvions formation composed of clayey silts and

sands. It is obvious that the prospected soils present some heterogeneous and disturbed materials of anthropogenic75

activities. Dry sand and silt with low clay content can be considered as resistive materials, with a resistivity range

from few dozens to few hundreds of Ω.m, taking into account the physical values of the most common earth materials

encountered in geophysical survey reported in the work of Palacky (1988). Clay, clayey silt and peat are conductive

materials with resistivity ranging from a few Ω.m to dozens of Ω.m. Finally, anthropogenic structures such as building

basement are mainly made of limestone - extracted from the nearest quarries - that is considered as a relatively resistive80

material (typically about 100 Ω.m). In that context, GPR was chosen because it is suitable for the detection of such

resistive structures, as long as they are close to the surface, and the surrounding materials resistive enough to create

a detectable electromagnetic contrast. In order to efficiently complete the GPR results, ERI is used for the imaging

both of resistive and conductive soils. Finally, the detection of other subsoils targets, such as materials containing

Fe-oxydes related to antropogenic activities as well as disturbed soils, was performed by means of MM method.85

4. Geophysical measurements

4.1. Surveyed area

An aerial view of the Bec Abbey is shown in the Figure 3. A red dotted line encircles the surveyed area, rep-

resenting a prospected surface of about 6000 m2. As the presence of trees didn’t allow a precise geolocalization of

profiles during the survey, several Ground Control Points (GCP) were recorded with a Total Station System (Leica)90

for an accurate georeferencing of profiles. All the radar and MM profiles were oriented to a South-East to North-West

direction and each profile direction was determined on site by a straight rope put on the surface, and displaced each

time a new profile were surveyed. All obstacles (old building stones, trees ...) were bypassed, hence some surveyed

radar zones contains blacked parts. The Figure 3 also reports the location of 8 ERI profiles. The position of the 13th

century church basement and the outer wall of the abbey are drawn in doted and doted-dashed white lines, respectively,95

according to the visible remnants (cylindrical stones of ancient columns) present on site and to the representation of

the abbey depicted in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Monasticon Gallicanum de Dom Germain, Le Bec Héllouin, 1677 (Germain and Peigné-Delacourt, 1870).

4.2. Ground Penetrating Radar

The basic principle of GPR ((Daniels, 2004)) is based on the propagation of electromagnetic waves emitted into

a dielectric media. They reflect/scatter and refract at encountered dielectric contrasts. The reflected/scattered electric100

field is recorded at the surface by a receiver system. A time/frequency and amplitude analysis of waves allows the

interpretation of dielectric contrasts as a spatial distribution of materials in the shallow surface. The result of a GPR

measurement is an image - also called a B-scan - representing in x-axis, the distance followed at the surface, in y-axis,

the two-way travel time of waves inside the soil, and in color scale the reflected/scattered amplitude. If several B-scan

are recorded along a profile at a given distance, a 3D image can be reconstructed and represented in z-axis, as a x-y105

color map, the field strength proportional to encountered dielectric contrats related to materials distribution in the

media.

The GPR configurations in the field depends on the surface to prospect. In monostatic (Yaliner et al., 2009;
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Figure 2: Geological map of the Abbey of Our Lady of Bec. The first centimeters of the shallow surface is mainly composed of anthropogenic

materials and modern alluvium.

Castaldo et al., 2009) or bistatic mode (Booth et al., 2008), several parallele and transversal profiles defined on a

grid at given space allow a 3D prospection and the result strongly depends on the space sampling. For large area110

(Trinks et al., 2010), multi-static configuration is preferred. In this experiment, the IDS Stream-X GPR solution is

used with a 8-antenna system operating at 200 MHz (central frequency). Four emitter/receiver pairs, each antenna 12

cm separated, covering about 80 cm by swath, allow seven B-scan by pass. The Figure 4 shows the basic plan of the

system and drawn B-scan and C-scan obtained over a particular area of interest described more in details here after.

The distance sampling is 3.4 cm. This system was chosen (i) for its ability to efficiently survey a large area and (ii)115

for its frequency which allows an optimal depth of investigation of about 2 to 3 m depth in an unsaturated alluvial soil
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Figure 3: Aerial view of the Bec Abbey and studied area.

containing limestone foundations. The associated vertical resolution r can be approximated (Nyquist’s law) by the

following equation (Daniels, 2004):

r =
λ

4
(1)

Where the wavelength λ = c fc/
√
εr, c = 3.108m/s is the speed of light in vacuum and ε′r is the dielectric constant,120

generally ranging from 5 to 15 for the considered materials. Hence, the vertical resolution approximately ranges from
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Figure 4: 3D-GPR principle, from B-scan, C-scan to GPR map (inspired from Ranieri et al. (2015)).
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17 to 10 cm, respectively.

As the prospected surface is about 6000 m2, the large amount of data requires an adapted signal processing,

provided by the GredHD software which allows a better interpretation of images. In that purpose, the following data

processing is applied:125

• a static correction for the initial time signal corresponding to the surface area;

• a gain filter for the visualization;

• a bandpass filter in order to remove unwanted frequencies;

• a background removal allowing noise reduction and antenna coupling effects;

• a migration to focus hyperbolaes on ponctual reflectors and to switch the data from time to depth;130

• and a Hilbert transform ensuring an energy representation of signals.

Once the aforementioned data processing is applied, the 7-Bscan by pass are sampled in depth direction and the

results obtained is a time slice (also called a C-scan) representing in x-y coordinates the area of the prospected surface,

and in color scale the reflected amplitude of the radar signal. In this survey, the sampling is 512 points in depth. The

approximated depth of investigation is about 3 m for a range of 70 ns and considering a real permittivity of 9 (meaning135

an approximate wave speed of 0.1 ns/m in the subsurface, without dielectric loss). The vertical spacing between each

slice can be about 6 cm, allowing the user to select the slices at the desired depth of investigation.

The Figure 5 shows the C-scan at 0.3 m depth. It represents the beginning depth where electromagnetic signal is

relevant and ground coupling effect is bypassed. Some features are visible. A long and thin NW-SE curve, starting

from Saint Nicolas’ tower to the right upper corner of the cloister is simply an electrical network for the lighting of140

the site. Other similar lines are pointed out in the Figure 5. Similarly a water network is detected at the western part

of the survey. Other linear features are visible but their interpretation is uncertain. Edge effects can be seen in the

eastern part of the survey, corresponding to the limits of surveyed sub-zones, alternatively covered by grass or sand

and delineated by paths. At this depth, the detected anomalies are both connected to surface and shallow contrasts.

GPR slices at 1 m and 2m depth are shown in the Figure 6a) and 6b), respectively. Buried structures clearly145

appear at various locations. Remarkable reflectors in the lower central part to the eastern side draw straight features

that can be the walls basement of ancient buildings, related to the 13th century church. The most outstanding part is

located at the right upper corner of the cloister, and archaeologist experts can immediatly recognize the basic plan of a

Romanesque church basement, with the transept, the nave, a central chancel flanked by two small adjacent apses. This

features remain visible to 2 m depth where the previous features are strongly marked by higher dielectric contrasts.150

The other features, probably related to basement of aisles church parallel to the nave and monastic buildings, can not

be correctly interpreted without an archaeological analysis based on historical and architectural knowledges followed

by excavation stage. Nonetheless, the main result of this GPR survey is the discovery of the Abbey of Our Lady of
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Figure 5: GPR slice at 0.3 m depth.

Bec origins: the Romanesque 11th century church. The plan of this first Romanesque church is of major importance

for history and for cultural heritage in the context of further accessibility works which are planed in the near future.155

Finally, according to the draw of the Figure 6c), the particular shape of the nave of 13th century church suggests it

was built right above the basement of the church of the 11th century.

4.3. Magnetic method

The magnetic method is truly one the most common method used in archaeological prospecting (Chianese et al.

(2004); Barton and Fenwick (2005); Kvamme (2003); Dalan (2008)): it is a non-invasive, high resolution method160

which allows rapid and extensive coverage of the study area. It is very sensitive (i) to old anthropogenic activites

related to materials transformation by means of fire (cooking, ferrous metallurgy, brickworks) (ii) and to subsurface

constrasts between walls basement and other earthfill parts. We used a G-858 cesium magnetometer (Geometrics Ltd)
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Figure 6: a) GPR slices at 1 m depth and b), at 2 m depth. c) Interpreted anomalies.

with 2 sensors in the vertical gradient configuration. This mode is commonly used in archaeological surveying; the

two sensors are fixed on an aluminum tube and separated vertically by a distance of 70 cm, the lower sensor being at165

0.30 m elevation above the ground surface. The sensors are mounted on a an aluminum carriage allowing a constant

sensor levelling and a regular displacement along profile. The difference between the values of the magnetic field

intensity recorded by the two sensors divided by the distance between then approximates the vertical magnetic gradient

measured at the midpoint between both sensors, also called the pseudo-vertical gradient. We prospected a surface area

of approximately 0.5 ha. Magnetic prospecting was carried out along a set of profiles separated by a distance of 1170
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m and made in opposite directions between adjacent profiles (zig-zag mode). On each profile measurements were

made every 0.1 s, i.e. every 10 cm for an operator who moves with a speed of 3.6 km/h, the data acquisition system

interpolating the data to correct variations in operator speed. The sensitivity of this type of magnetometers is 0.01 nT.

For all geophysical surveys, before obtaining a simple result or interpretation, one have to clean the measured data

to remove the effects induced by acquisition, external factors and defects of the devices; the removal of all effects175

not linked to buried archaeological structures is necessary and this pre-processing is particularly needed in magnetic

geophysical prospecting. We applied the following corrections on the magnetic signal: spike-effect correction to

remove spike anomalies often due to erroneous measurements on one of the sensors and herringbone effect correction

to correct teeth-shaped anomalies (zig-zag effect) due to the profiling in opposite direction

In the Figure 7, the results of MM represent the magnetic field strength variations recorded over the surface, in180

nT. Magnetic variations may be caused by the presence of metallic structures, part of subsoils containing Fe-oxides

or other magnetic rocks naturally present in the subsurface. According to the geological map, no natural magnetic

materials can be found in the shallow surface. The magnetic anomalies detected on site are then mainly correlated

with anthropogenic and modern activities.

The magnetic map exhibits a long feature at the eastern part of the survey, related to the presence of a network185

under the path. This network was not detected by the GPR because this eastern part was not surveyed by GPR. A

punctual anomaly is clearly revealed and is correlated with a punctual anomaly shown in the GPR (Figure 6c). Just

at the top of the cloister, a rectangular feature can be correlated with the nave basement of the 13th century church.

Another straight feature starting at the upper right corner of the previous rectangular anomaly, and ending at the bottom

right corner of the Saint Nicolas’ tower may be the signature of an ancient wall joining both buildings, as depicted in190

the reference document shown in the Figure 1). This feature is not detected in the radar survey. Nonetheless, even

if this is less obvious than the discovery of the Romanesque church with the GPR survey, this magnetic signal is the

only geophysical evidence that can be correlated with the wall drawn on the Monasticon Gallicanum. At last, the

presence of strong magnetic anomalies around the Saint Nicolas’s tower can be observed and only an archaeological

survey based on excavation will allow a reliable interpretation. To sum up, the magnetic survey underlines three main195

anomalies: punctual features with one of them correlated with GPR, a rectangular zone that can be linked up to the

nave of the 13th century church and a longitunal feature that might be the basement of a disappeared wall. As far as

concerned the depth of investigation of MM, the magnetic response of the shallow surface is linked to the presence of

very near surface materials (less than 1m). Moreover, the magnetic contrast between materials is not correlated with

dielectric constrat. Both reasons may partly explain why magnetic features strongly differ from near surface dielectric200

response.

4.4. Electrical Resistivity Tomography

The ERI is another geophysical method commonly used for near surface studies. A set of conductive electrodes

planted into the ground is implemented along a profile. The basic principle consists of a current injection through a pair
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Figure 7: a) Raw magnetic survey and b), interpreted anomalies.

of electrodes and a voltage measurement with a different pair of electrodes. Various measurement configurations allow205

to emphazise vertical (Dipole-Dipole) or horizontal (Wenner) structures (Dahlin and Zhou, 2004). In this experiment,
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the ERI survey was performed with a Terrameter LS system (ABEM) composed of 64 electrodes. 8 profiles (P1 to

P8) were implemented according to the features detected with the radar survey. The P1, P2, P7, P8 and P3-P6 profiles

have a 0.8 m (50.4 m length) and a 0.7 m (44.1 m length) electrodes spacing, respectively. The location of the profiles

are shown in the Figure 3. Two configurations were used. The Wenner-alpha is good to image horizontal structures210

(vertical changes in resistivity), has a low signal-to-noise ratio but is relatively poor in detecting vertical structures,

while the Dipole-Dipole is good to image the vertical structures (horizontal changes in resistivity) but relatively poor

to image horizontal structures Loke (2001).

A classical data inversion processing (Loke and Barker, 1996; Dahlin, 1996) by means of the Res2DInv Software

was applied to the recorded data and RMS criteria lower than 6% were reached as criteria to obtain reliable results215

(Loke, 2001). Most of the gathered data were of high quality and a quite perfect contact between electrodes was

recorded, except for P4, P5 and P7 profiles with Dipole-Dipole configuration exibiting noisy data at few electrodes.

As well as vertical or horizontal features such as walls basement and pavements were expected, both Dipole-Dipole

and Wenner data were analysed. A joint inversion of both results was also studied, according to authors such as Vega

et al. (2003) who obtained an enhanced interpretation by jointly inverted Dipole-Dipole and Wenner arrays data. An220

example of the three kinds of results is shown in the Figure 8 for the IRE profile P2, located right above the supposed

apse detected with GPR. As a global trend, both configurations offer valuable results: for the 44.1 m to 50.4 m long

profiles, Dipole-Dipole and Wenner measurements lead to resistivity maps at 5 to 6 m depth, and 8 to 9 m depth,

respectively. Joint resisitvity maps generally show more details, combining the vertical resolution of Dipole Dipole

and horizontal resolution of Wenner. Nevertheless, these techniques does not ensure the best imaging results as long as225

a detailed destructive inspection is not performed. Moreover, some alternative inversion techniques such as weighted

inversion (Athanasiou et al. (2007)) can lead to better results. In the context of this work, such approach was not

necessary but could be undertaken in further studies.

For the sake of of clarity, we choose to present the Wenner measurements which offer explicit results. As shown

in the Figure 9, a perspective view of a satellite image combined with the radar slice at 1.5 m and the electrical results230

are represented. The ERI results are slightly over-elevated compared to the radar slice, in order to better compare the

radar and electrical contrasts. The common 1.5 m depth of investigation between the radar and electrical methods

is drawn as a dashed line. At this particular level, most of the GPR dielectric anomalies (red to sky-blue colors on

GPR slice) correspond to resistive contrasts (orange-red to purple on Wenner images). Given the local geology and

the historical data gathered, the resistive contrasts clearly reveal the presence of anthropogenic buildings: longitudinal235

features correspond to walls basement and are electrically resistive in the Wenner images, whereas the top soil is most

of the time conductive (green and sky-blue colors). Moreover, very resistive anomalies located between 2 and 3 m

depth, about 12 m large, on the P1, P8, P2, P3 and P4 profiles are aligned and exactly correspond to the nave basement

of the 13th century church. A part of this basement can correspond to the chancel slab of the 11th century church,

meaning that the 13th century gothic church was exactly built on the 11th century Romanesque church. In the figure240

10, a focus is proposed to emphazise both the walls/nave basement of the two churches and also the basement of the
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apse revealed by the GPR survey correlated with electrical images.

The P6 profile was measured between the Saint Nicolas’ tower and the enclosure wall of the site and strong

resistive contrasts are correlated with MM anomalies. Two profiles P5 and P7 were carried out transversally to the

magnetic anomaly (wall basement) detected between the nave of the 13th century church and the Saint Nicolas’ tower.245

Very near surface electrical signal can be correlated with the magnetic anomaly. Nevertheless, the correlation between

these two ERI profiles and MM/GPR results are not so obvious. First, electrode spacing (0.7-0.8 m) can be too large

compared to the other methods sampling. Second, the electical contrast is probably too low to be detected. Finally,

the basement depth as shown by the corresponding excavation (see section 4.6)

0
Illustration 1 : 

Illustration 1 : 

6 m

a) Dipole-Dipole
50 m0

9 m

9 m

b) Wenner

c) Joint inversion

Figure 8: Comparison of IRE profile P2, a) Dipole-Dipole, b) Wenner and c) Joint inversion of Wenner and Dipole-Dipole data.

4.5. Geophysical measurements conclusion250

Tacking account for the main results of GPR, MM, and ERI methods, a sketch of the main geophysical anomalies

are depicted in the figure 11. It is important to note that this interpretation is provided as a priori information to

archaeologists. A deeper analysis is conducted in the next excavation section.
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Figure 9: Superimposition of 8 Wenner images and the radar slice at 1.5 m depth. The black-dashed lines reported on each resistivity image is the

1.5 m depth of the radar slice.

4.6. Excavation trenches

During spring 2015, excavation trenches have been carried out on site and the results have been recently presented255

in June 2017 by Deshayes (2017). 28 excavation trenches were performed close to or just above the anomalies

detected by means of geophysical methods. This work is also based on a deep historical research recounting the

various phases of construction and destruction that have left their mark on the Bec abbey history. As the amount of

results is accurately detailled in the archaeological report, we choose to present some of the most pertinent results

where geophysical measurements indicated potential targets as well as where none of these methods were efficient.260

Considering the GPR results and the obvious arch shape imaged by the method, the excavation trenches shown in

the two photos noted S1 and S2 (24 m2) in the Figure 12 were undertaken at the top part of the supposed Romanesque

church abside. In the photo S1, two wall basements composed of silex and limestone elements, binded with a pink-

orange mortar, are visible. They are 0.5 m depth, 1.7 and 2 m width, separated by a brown silt part of 10.3 m long.

They represent also the wall foundation of the gothic church built in the 13th century. S2 exibits a wall basement,265
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Figure 10: 5 Wenner profiles (P1-4 and P8) and sketch of the apse of the original Romanesque church surrounding by two longitudinal features

that correspond to the walls basement of the 11th till P8, and to the walls basement of 13th church beyond.

2.7 m width at 0.5 m depth, composed of silex binded by a yellow mortar. This discovery, exactly located on the

corresponding GPR anomaly is probably the oldest remnant revealed during this campaign. It corresponds to the top

apse of the 11th century Romanesque church. Moreover, the excavation trenche revealed a grave in the church axis-

oriented, buried after the Romanesque church destruction, in the middle of the gothic choir, indicating the burying of

an important person of the middle 12th century.270

The photos S3 shows an excavation trenche (11 m2) performed transversally over the east bay of the chapter room.

Its depth reaches 1.46 m. From the top-left to the bottom-right, two basements walls composed of limestones blocks

binded with mortar and separated by 0.9 m width of brown silt delimited the east chapter room and its gutter. At the

bottom right of S3, (i) some limestones blocks of the chapter room collapsed arch and (ii) a grave with foot bones

were found. Various blocks and remains were also discovered allowing a dating of these remnants during the 12th275
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Figure 11: Sketch of the main geophysical anomalies (in red-dashed line). In black-dotted line, the prospected area as depicted in the Figure 3.

century.

The excavation trenche S8 (7 m2) mainly exhibits two structures. First, at the top of the photo, the pavement

ground of the nave is composed a grey silt and various limestone gravels. At the bottom of the picture, the basement

wall of 2.96 m width composed of limestones blocks, binded with pink mortar revealing the front wall of the gothic

abbey. Considering the various shapes and origines of the blocks composing this basement, these various elements280
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correspond to a rebuilt phase dating back the middle of the 17th century.

The excavation trenche S7 was performed at the supposed location of the north-west pillar between the nave and

the transept. Six levels of masonry have been analysed, describing the abbey building and destruction history from

the 11th to the near XXth century.

The excavation trenche S6 (9 m2), 1.2 m max depth, shows a 0.45 m width water network buried in a limestone285

layer and paved with limestones blocks. It was probably linked to the cloister dating from the 17th century.

GPR anomalies exist at S3, S6, S7 and S8 locations, but only the archaeological excavation trenches reveal the

true nature of materials.

Finally, two excavation trenches buried right above supposed walls basement are presented. At these locations the

MM method detected strong signals. The excavation trenche S5 (5 m2, 0.9 m max depth) has been buried in order to290

detect the wall between the Saint Nicolas’ tower and the abbey outer wall. A 1.6 m width wall of limestone blocks

binded with pink-orange mortar is revealed. It is probably dating from the Hundred Years War Deshayes (2017). The

excavation trenche S4 (3 m2, 0.3 m max depth) was especially buried in order to reveal the outer wall basement linking

the Saint Nicolas’ tower and the abbey transept. The excavation trenche shows here a 1.2 m width wall of limestones

and silex blocks binded with yellow mortar. It is dated from the middle of 15th century. It is noticeable that magnetic295

method revealed a positive and elongated anomaly corresponding to this wall basement. We suppose both that this

basement is too close to the surface (ground coupling effect) and its dielectric contrast too low to be detected by GPR.

All the 28 excavation trenches performed on site also show how rich is the history of the Bec Abbey and a complete

analysis is described in the work of Deshayes (2017).

4.7. Discussion300

The GPR method is clearly the most efficient tool used during this survey. Its ability to quickly investigate an 6000

m2 area with an optimal depth of investigation up to 2.5 m represents a powerful approach to this archaeological case

study. Indeed the local geology is favourable: the top surface is mainly composed of resistive and backfilled materials.

Moreover, the very shallow depth of the remnants confirmed by archaeological excavation trenches facilitates the

geophysical detection. This case study illustrates the powerful capabilities of GPR for detecting and precisely mapping305

burried stones and remnants (Camerlynck et al., 1994) compared to more integrative ERI and MM methods. However,

the method doesn’t provide any result in conductive soils. In addition, the cost time of GPR data processing can be

very important for such a surface and obtaining a relevant C-scan on the whole site requires high hardware ressources.

As a main result and confirmed by S1/S2 excavation trenches, this GPR campaign has revealed the position of an

ancient Romanesque church that the trace was lost with time, as well as many other features, often linear, correlated310

with the basement of disappeared walls of various buildings of the abbey. The identification of the apse (and probably

its two little adjacent apses) is definitely the most impressive result of this campaign. The excavation trenches S1/S2

gives an accurate depth and precise the nature of this basement. In the counter part, the wall between the Saint Nicolas’
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tower and the transept were not detected with GPR and the S4 excavation trenche results suggest that this basement is

too close to the surface to be detected by GPR, as it is located in the ground coupling depth.315

The MM was carried out for its workability and its ability to map in a short time (few hours) the whole surface. The

main drawback of the method is its sensitivity to near surface networks and to any metallic features on the surface.

In the present case study, a straigth feature exactly corresponds to the basement of an ancient wall (S4 excavation

trenche) linking the nave of the 13th church and the Saint Nicolas’ tower, as depicted by historical data.

The ERI completes the previous measurements as it provides some information deeper than GPR and magnetic320

methods. It is also more sensitive to the changing of materials inside the soil, as the measured parameter, the so-called

apparent resistivity, varies on a large scale of values, allowing the imaging of conductive (clayey earth) to resistive

(limestone basement) materials. As the ERI campaign was directly planned before the GPR survey interpretation,

the ERI profiles location can seem to be not optimal and other parts of the site would surely deserve to be imaged

by this technique. Fortunately, and according to the historical data and on site observation, most of the profiles are325

relevant, showing electrical contrasts perfectly correlated with the GPR results. Moreover, the ERI shows a subsurface

containing many rectangular and elongated features. The correlation between profiles suggests the presence of a slab

(resistive anomaly) under the nave of both churches. Excavation depth of investigation did not allow to confirm this

hypothesis.

5. Conclusion330

A geophysical campaign has been undertaken to prospect the surroundings of the Bec Abbey by means of geophys-

ical methods. The aim was to optimize the accessibility programme by locating possible remnants of major interest

in the underground. For that purpose, historical and geological data has been gathered to choose the most relevant

geophysical methods. The GPR, ERI and MM techniques have been carried out, covering an area of 6000 m2. The

main outcome of the GPR survey is the discovery of the original Romanesque 11th century church, by imaging the335

apse and its adjacent buildings. Many other straight features are detected, corresponding most of the time to ancient

walls basement of both the 11th and the 13th centuries churches. The magnetic survey underlines a signal that fits

exactly the position and an ancient wall between the Saint Nicolas’ tower to the nave of the 13th church, as depicted

by a historical data of the abbey. Finally, the ERI prospection confirms the location of various buidling basements

detected by the GPR survey. Moreover, it locally provides a detailed and deeper imaging of the subsoil as well as a340

more complete description of the material distribution: walls basement is drawn and the nave slab of the both churhes

are described by a very resistive anomaly. The excavation stage was mainly conducted according to geophysical re-

sults and historical data. In particular archaeological prospection confirms the presence of the Romanesque church

basement. Moreover, it enriches the building history of the Bec Abbey by providing a detailed analysis of materials

detected by geophysical methods.345
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Figure 12: 28 excavation trenches (white polygones in red contour) on the prospected area (in black-dotted line). The black arrows indicate the

excavation trenches point of vue. The red-dotted lines are various wall basements confirmed by the archaeological prospection. All excavation

trenches and photos were performed by Deshayes (2017)
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